
CARDIO TOUR DE FRANCE BIKE
Freemotion has captured all the excitement and expertise associated with Tour de France official race and put it into 
one highly-efficient machine. The technology in this bike is unmatched – iFit® allows the user to create any route in 
the world which is then simulated through the incline and decline function. Workout stats are front and center and 
encourage the rider to meet their personalized goals.

MODEL # FMEX81912TDFTOUR DE FRANCE



 PHONE 877.363.8449     WEBSITE freemotionfitness.com

TOUR DE FRANCE BIKE

INNOVATIVE DESIGN 
The Tour de France bike accommodates a wide variety of users. The saddle and handlebars feature 
patented adjustment knobs that make horizontal and vertical adjustments for proper road geometry.

OUTDOOR RIDE FEEL
The TDF bike has drop handlebars for multiple hand positions, dual-sided pedals, and an ergonomic 
gear shifting system to adjust to every incline, decline and resistance level.

EASE OF MAINTENANCE 
The TDF bike is one of the most maintenance-friendly bikes on the market. The magnetic resistance 
system, carbon belt, rust-resistant aluminum frames and hidden stainless steel hardware make it easy 
to clean and maintain, without the need for replacement parts.

GATES CARBON DRIVETM SYSTEM
This maintenance-free carbon drive system delivers the same quiet, smooth ride you'd get from a  
belt drive but with the strength and efficiency of a chain. The combination of a 5:1 gear ratio,  
perimeter-weighted flywheel and freewheel feature give the TDF a realistic, outdoor-bike feel.

TOUCH SCREEN CONSOLE FEATURING IFIT® AND GOOGLE MAPS™
The high-res, touch screen console gives riders multiple screen options. iFit® uploads and tracks 
personal workout data, and Google Maps™ provides an endless supply of real-time, interactive routes to 
keep the ride exciting.

INCLINE/DECLINE
Equipped with a motorized terrain-replicating feature, the Tour de France bike seamlessly declines and 
inclines from -10% to +20% as the video's topography changes.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Resistance System Eddy Current Magnetic 

Resistance

Drive System Gates Carbon DriveTM

Display 7" (17.7 cm) Full Color 
Touch Display

Decline/Incline -10% to 20%  
Decline/Incline

Programs iFit® Enabled, 24 Built-In 
TDF Workouts

Frame Aluminum, All hardware is 
hidden stainless steel

Pedal Dual-Sided with SPD

Pop-Pin Stainless Steel

Power Supply PBCLA-FM-32-12V

Weight Capacity 350 lbs. (158 kg)

Product Dimensions 
(LxWxH)

57 x 24 x 51.5 in 
(144.7 x 60.9 x 130.8 cm)

Product Weight 133.6 lbs (60.5 kg)

Shipping Dimensions 
(LxWxH)

47.6 x 20.8 x 40.1 in 
(121 x 53 x 102 cm)

Shipping Weight 167.3 lbs (75.8 kg)

Power Requirements AC Plug In (120/240V)
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WARRANTY  |  US AND INTERNATIONAL
7-Year Frame  |  5-Year Belt  |  2-Year Parts (Mechanical & Electronic)  |  1-Year Labor, & Console  
6-Month Wear Items


